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Welcome to the September issue of
the Essex Succulent Review. I have
a wide selection of articles for you
this time, ranging (alphabetically)

from Aloe to Trichocereus, and
(geographically) from South
America to Cornwall, via the
Himalayas.

I’ve also included a new feature,
‘Desert island plants’ (page 31). If
you could only take five plants to a
fairly well-provisioned desert island,
which would you choose? If
anyone would like to take up this
challenge please get in touch, I
would love to hear from you.

xGraptoveria ‘Gloria’
by Ray Stephenson
This hybrid was created by
Gerhard Köhres of
Germany. He crossed
Graptopetalum
amethystinum with
Echeveria secunda (pollen
parent). The result:

×Graptoveria ‘Gloria’ has very little
in common with the female parent
(Graptopetalum) but is extremely
like the male parent. Even the
flowers show no resemblance to
the seed parent. This is often the
case with Mexican Crassulaceae
which are extremely promiscuous
in cultivation.
Sometimes such accidents caused
by bees in the greenhouse are
overlooked, but this was a
purposeful attempt to see what the
offspring of two such pretty plants
would look like. I think I prefer the
parents!

Echeveria secunda

Graptopetalum amethystinum
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Cactus Crawl 2020
The Final Frontier
25–28 March 2020

W

elcome to the Cactus Crawl 2020 – The Final
Frontier. While the Brexit ‘door’ is still open we
will once again shuttle through to France on our 2020
succulent extravaganza.
The Cactus Crawl is now the only regular, organised
coach trip to the Continent, taking in a number of
leading European nurseries.

We will stop off on the Antwerp Ring at our first nursery
and then we head to the hotel Postillion in Dordrecht,
which becomes our base for the next four days. Day 2
sees us heading into Germany where we will visit
Sabine Reinecke with its eclectic collection of
succulents and tropical plants. We end the day at
Aloeundco savouring the delights of another eclectic
collection of succulents, South African bulbs, moving
benches and rewarded with a large helping of ice
cream at the local ice cream parlour.
On Day 3 we have four nurseries in Holland and
Germany, so make sure running shoes and
defibrillators are packed. Today includes glasshouses
so large that you need a bicycle to get round, as the
field of view disappears into the horizon. Gems include
a specialist who trades directly with Madagascar and
more Lithops than in all of South Africa (really!).
Keep some Euros for a more relaxing Day 4 with just
one nursery. And so home, around the Antwerp Ring,
with lots of new plants, but no Euros. n
Above: Ariane – Caudiciforms galore

At present there are still places available, but
numbers must be finalised soon.
Cost:

Single room £427.00 per person
Double room £367.00 per person

Deposit: To secure a place please send a deposit of
£50.00 as soon as possible.
If by January 2020 I am aware that Brexit
will cause substantial problems with plant
transport the deposit will be fully
refundable.
Contact:
Van der Linden, only buy plants you can lift without
assistance

James Gold for further details of how
to apply
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Fabulous flowers
by Kathy and Keith Flanagan

Some amazing flowers on Helianthocereus, Lobivia and Trichocereus

I

n 2008, or thereabouts, we received two cuttings of
Helianthocereus. This year the second of these
flowered for the first time.
The first one to flower, in 2014, was unnamed so we
christened it ‘Fruit Sorbet’. Its buds appear in March
but it does not flower until May. It starts out with a
vivid red bud, which gradually fades over the days to
be a pale peachy pink and it now flowers about three
times a year. The maximum number of flowers we have
had at one time was six.
The second plant was a single stem which did not
seem as strong as the first. During the second year it
produced an offset which appears to have grown more
strongly, but it is not quite as tall as its parent and it
has not flowered.
Above: Helianthocereus ‘Pink Glory’

The plants shortly after they arrived

Fabulous flowers – continued
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Helianthocereus ‘Fruit Sorbet’

The main stem, flowered for the first time this year. It
started out looking as if it might be yellow, then it
gradually changed to be dark red (as the buds get
fatter they also get longer). The day before the flowers
opened the buds faded to white.

Helianthocereus ‘Pink Glory’

Since it was called ‘Pink Glory’ I was a bit
disappointed but, as it turned out, it was certainly
worth waiting for. Two beautiful pink flowers – yes they
did fade – but they were still beautiful and lasted about
three days.

Fabulous flowers continued
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Some years ago now, when we went up to Derek
Bowdery's Emporium on one of our many annual visits,
Derek had a large tray of cuttings from smaller
columnar cacti. He suggested we took a couple, so
they came home with us and were duly potted up, and
put somewhere in the greenhouse to root down.
Maybe a year or 18 months later he suggested the
same thing and, since nothing seemed to have
happened with the first three, we duly took another
three. They did all root down eventually but still
nothing much was happening. Derek was going to
throw what was left away, as he wanted the space,
so a couple of years later we brought back the
remaining plants.
About this time the first plant flowered. We found out it
was Lobivia huascha and it produced a beautiful,
strong yellow flower which lasted a few days. Over
time there have been more buds several times a year.

Helianthocereus ‘Fruit Sorbet’

Lobivia huascha

Fabulous flowers continued
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Then last year another one flowered. This was exactly
the same size bud, and the same strong yellow colour,
but the plant was different. Martin Lowry told me it was
a natural hybrid from habitat so a L. huascha x.
Then in June 2019 the third plant produced buds.
These were about the same size and certainly had the
same yellow look to them. When we got up one
morning we noticed they had doubled in size overnight
and the flowers no longer looked yellow. We watched
in anticipation all day.
Then, when we went to let the dogs out at 10.00pm,
the flowers had opened and what flowers! The forecast
was for heavy rain and thunderstorms during the night
so we had put the plant under the umbrella. I took a
torch out, put it on the patio table behind the plant,
and took a picture in case it was all over and done
with by morning.
Luckily the flower lasted all the next day but the
weather over the next night finished it off. On the good
side it produced two more buds just above the ones
that had just flowered.
Now we have been asked if we know what pollinates
them? Bats possibly or a large moth with a very long
tongue or maybe just an insect with a lot of stamina to
climb up the stem and then down into the abyss? Can
anyone help answer the question please? n
Photos: Kathy and Keith Flanagan

Above: The third plant, a Trichocereus, in bud
Below: The Trichocereus in full bloom the following day
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Succulent plant hunting
in Britain
by Len Newton

Three attractive, but sometimes overlooked, native species

W

hile it is exciting to explore for succulent plants in
various tropical and sub-tropical countries, we
should not forget that there are some native succulents
among the British flora. In May of this year, when I was
on holiday in Cornwall, I walked around the small
village of Zennor where
there were many wild
flowers in the country
lanes. On some stone
walls I saw two of Britain’s
native succulent plants,
both members of the
family Crassulaceae.

succulent plant at one of these sites. We were visiting
Kyrenia Castle, an ancient military castle that had been
built high up on coastal cliffs to watch for invading
ships. Moving around the site involves climbing
numerous steep staircases constructed on the almost

The first to catch my eye
was Umbilicus rupestris
(Fig. 1). This has a small
tuber from which appear
succulent leaves that are
peltate, ie rounded and
attached underneath to
the petiole. The flowers
are tubular and produced
on racemes that can be up
to 50cm tall. A few days
later I visited Lands End.
After viewing the coast
and walking around, I
found a stone wall behind
which I could sit out of the
wind and enjoy my packed
lunch. This wall also had a
number of plants rooted
into crevices amongst the
stones, including
Umbilicus rupestris.
Umbilicus rupestris is very
widespread in Europe
(Walker, 2003), and in
February of this year I
found the same species
on a cliff in Cyprus. My
friend, with whom I went
to Cyprus on holiday, was
more interested in seeing
some cultural sites, and
she was amazed when I
pointed out a native

Fig.1 Umbilicus rupestris in Cornwall

Succulent plant hunting in Britain continued
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vertical rock walls, and
Umbilicus rupestris grows
on the rock walls
alongside the staircases.
Also growing on the
stone walls in Zennor
was Sedum anglicum
(Fig. 2). This forms dense
mats of branching stems
bearing tiny ovoid
succulent leaves that
mostly turn reddish in the
sun. The flowers, with
five spreading petals, are
white. This species is
called the English
Stonecrop, though it is
also very widespread in
Europe (Stephenson,
1994; ’t Hart & Bleij,
2003).
In June 1958 my first
succulent plant field trip
was to the type locality of
Sedum forsterianum
(Fig. 3), as I wrote up
some years later
(Newton, 1999). The
locality, Coed Rheidol in
Wales, is an outcrop of
basic rock in an oak
wood, which is on acidic
soil.
The leafy shoots form
low-lying mats, but the
flowering shoots are
upright. Flowers are
yellow, but the plants
were only in bud at the
time of my visit. Again
this species is very
widespread in Europe,
and even reaches
Morocco (Stephenson,
1994; ’t Hart & Bleij,
2003).
At that time I was a
student, and still a
photographic novice with
a cheap camera.
Therefore my
photographs (old colour
slides) were not good
quality, but they are the
only record that I have of
the trip. n
Photos: Len Newton

Fig.2 Sedum anglicum in Cornwall
References
’t Hart, H. & Bleij, B. (2003)
Sedum. In U. Eggli (Ed.),
Illustrated Handbook of
Succulent Plants:
Crassulaceae. Springer,
Berlin.
Newton, L.E. (1999) Sedum
forsterianum at its type
locality. Brit. Cact. Succ. J.
17: 146.
Stephenson, R. (1994)
Sedum. Cultivated
Stonecrops. Timber Press,
Portland (Oregon, USA.).
Walker, C.C. (2003) Umbilicus.
In U. Eggli (Ed.), Illustrated
Handbook of Succulent
Plants: Crassulaceae.
Springer, Berlin

Fig. 3 Sedum forsterianum, in Wales, taken in 1958.
This is a scan of an old colour slide, but it is the only
record I have of seeing this plant on this trip.
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The larger Eriosyce
by Roger Ferryman

In the March 2018 edition of the ‘Essex Succulent Review’ Roger wrote about the
smaller members of Eriosyce (Thelocephala). In this issue he takes a look at the
larger barrel type.

B

efore we leave
Thelocephala I thought
I would update you. I plan
to be in Chile from midOctober throughout
November when I will be
carrying out further field
studies of Thelocephala
along with two fellow
enthusiasts. One from
Chile and the other from
Italy. As neither speak
English there may be a lot
of head shaking as we
compare new discoveries
and maybe find a new
language!
Above: Some of the
magnificent Eriosyce in Colin
Norton’s collection
Right: Eriosyce aurata in
cultivation

The larger Eriosyce continued

Eriosyce (sensu stricta) are the large barreltype cacti of Chile, similar to the
Echinocactus of the US. They are found at
altitude, (1800-3000m), in the southern
distribution, with some forms much lower
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around Ovalle; also in the mid-range, and
from sea level to 800m in the northern
zone. Large plants can be seen from a
distance but usually not in great numbers,
one or two habitats aside. They flower from

Eriosyce
rodentiophila in
cultivation; in flower
(above) and in fruit
(below)

The larger Eriosyce continued
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the crown in a ring but often only two or
three open at any one time. It is often
difficult to tell if the plant is coming into
flower, or has finished, due to the similar
appearance of buds and fruits. Once a fruit
is set it is usually collected by rodents and
their messy eating results in an abundance
of large black seed in the crown.
Eriosyce was a name erected by Philippi
for Eriosyce sandillon in 1872. Sandillon is
the native Chilean name for all globular
cacti, but sadly is invalid in this use.
Britton & Rose chose to use the earlier
name of E. ceratistes (Otto in Pfeiffer 1837)
but that species name is very confused.
Similarly the name in current use for the
type species Eriosyce aurata is, in my
opinion, no more reliable, poorly described
by Pfeiffer in 1845, and disputed by
Backeberg and Ritter. But that is enough
taxonomy for now.
The genus has been poorly studied despite
its introduction to science 150 years or
more ago. Donald & Rowley, when they
combined Neoporteria in 1996, had no real
experience or knowledge of Eriosyce.
Kattermann in his ‘Eriosyce – the genus
revised and amplified’, accepts two species
and a further subspecies, which is repeated
in ‘The New Cactus Lexicon’. Friedrich
Ritter, who spent many years studying the

cactus of Chile in habitat, suggested seven
species with a further variety, citing the
difference in appearance in a number of
locations. It is clear there are very different
looking plants throughout its distribution,
and these differences are apparent when
plants are raised from seed, but separating
them taxonomically is difficult. However
amalgamating them all into one species
takes away the considerable variation

Eriosyce aurata –
a young plant

Eriosyce aurata
(Hurtado)

The larger Eriosyce continued

growers enjoy. When buying Eriosyce
aurata you can expect great variation, from
dark stiff black spines to yellow spines with
more ribs and a lot of things in between.
Eriosyce are native to Chile, roughly from
Santiago in the south to Antofagasta in the
north, a range of 1000km (1337km by car).
Originally fairly common in the high
mountains around Santiago they are now
not so frequent until one heads further
north. They follow the Andes as far north
as Copiapo but can also be found at lower
altitudes in places like Combarbala, Illapel
and Fray Jorge. Finally in their northern
habitats they can be coastal.
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available until quite recently but is now
fairly easy to acquire if, in some instances,
crazy prices are being asked. I first bought
Eriosyce seed at a cost of $12 for 10 seed.
Now I am happy to give it away!

Most species are large, barrel-like reaching
50-60cm in diameter. Flowers are abundant
at the apex, generally reddish and quite
small for the size of plant. Fruits are woolly
with copious seed present. The fruits are
taken by rodents and it is common to see a
mature plant with hundreds of seed around
the crown. This is a dilemma for me; a
plant can produce over 10,000 seed per
year, yet there are very few young plants to
be found throughout its habitats.
Eriosyce can be classed as rare in
cultivation, and most of those in collections
are grafted plants. Seed was rarely

Eriosyce spinibarbis (E. aurata subsp. spinibarbis)

Above Eriosyce
ihotzkyanae
(E. aurata)

The larger Eriosyce continued

Sadly the amalgamation of many
populations into one name, Eriosyce aurata
has meant you might get the beautiful
Hurtado form with its golden spines or the
black-spined open-body coastal form.
Ripe seed will germinate readily although
expect around 50% germination. The seed
is large and black. Seedlings grow quite
quickly initially, but hate root disturbance at
any time. Grafting avoids this but care
must be taken in choosing the rootstock. It
should be fast growing and hardy, tender
stocks are soon exhausted.

Eriosyce aurata (Vallenar)
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Most Eriosyce are quite hardy therefore
require little more than frost protection.
I have noticed certain species (or forms if
you prefer) will abort flower buds if watered
in spring, so I choose to water early on but
keep them dry over spring.
Cultivation is not difficult given free
draining compost; I use 100% pumice.
Water sparingly and plenty of fresh air.
Grafting is the preferred method on the
continent and certainly plants grow more
quickly without looking bloated.

Left: Eriosyce aurata
(algarrobensis)
Above: Eriosyce
rodentiophila
(megacarpa)

The larger Eriosyce continued
Flowering takes a while for the plant to
mature but when they do expect a good
display.
On the continent many people follow the
Ritter concept to identify differences.
I must confess I too follow his lead as I find
it easy to distinguish the populations.

Particular favourites of mine are:
Eriosyce aurata from Hurtado: brilliant
golden spined plant with little body visible.
Eriosyce ihotzkyanae (aurata): ribs
spaced further apart, fewer and hard black
spines.
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Eriosyce lapampaensis (aurata): finer
spination and a gem. Unfortunately many
reported to be this form have been
misidentified.
Eriosyce spinibarbis (aurata subsp):
smaller golden spined form
Eriosyce rodentiophila: the northern form
which is much sought after. This includes
E. megacarpa and E. lanata.
I have included in this article a number of
plants from Colin Norton’s fine collection in
Hull. Testimony that a good collection of
cultivated plants is possible in the UK. n
Photos: Roger Ferryman

Eriosyce
lapampaensis
(aurata)
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Grass Aloes
by James Gold

A fascinating and little-known group of aloes

I have a simple philosophy when collecting
plants. If I like the look of it, I grow it – or
try to.
And so this simple, but occasionally
flawed, philosophy has drawn me for many
years to the grass aloes of the South
African Veld. Most of these aloes grow in
the grassland areas, which have summer
rainfall. The three clear exceptions to this
are Aloe nubigens, Aloe soutpansbergensis
and Aloe thompsoniae which all grow on
cliff edges; or from hanging baskets in my
greenhouse.
There are about 27 species of which I have
only ever managed to obtain eight, namely:
Aloe boylei
Aloe cooperi
Aloe ecklonis
Aloe kraussi
Aloe parviflora
Aloe soutpansbergensis
Aloe vossii
Aloe wooliana
I am keen to extend my collection and I am
always on the lookout for other species but
it appears that there is a lack of interest in
this part of the Aloe family. So much so,
that many of my plants were purchased
from nurseries in South Africa.
One of the reasons for this lack of interest
in these plants in cultivation may be very
practical – fire. Fire plays an important part
in the life cycle of the grass aloes. The,
generally, winter fires provide ideal
conditions for germination and
regeneration. This is something, which is
difficult to replicate in the amateur

Aloe cooperi

Grass aloes continued
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greenhouse environment. I am
familiar with this hurdle when
trying to grow proteas from
seed. I quickly found that the
replication of a smoky
environment greatly increased
germination. This can be done
quite easily with the purchase
of ‘smoke discs’, which are
placed in a container of water.
The seeds are then placed in
this ‘smoky’ solution for 24
hours and sown as normal.
I have even seen smoke-filled
tunnels being used to aid
germination (in South Africa).
I have not used this technique
with aloes, nor have I been
tempted to start smoking in a
bid to cajole my plants in to
thinking that they are in the
Veld. But it is a thought.
I have had success in growing
and flowering two grass aloes
in particular and give a short
description of each below:

Aloe cooperi
I have found this an easy Aloe
to grow. It grows very quickly
and flowers readily. I was told
that grass fires were essential
for flowering as this was
dependent on the surrounding
grass being burnt back to
allow greater light to the plant,
encouraging flowering. My
plant is not aware that it
should behave in this way. The
plant itself is very widespread
and can be seen across a wide
stretch of land covering,
KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga
and Limpopo.
Aloe wooliana
This is the plant that I have had most
success with, albeit a very slow grower. It
is known to flower in habitat without the
assistance of winter fires, but I am told that
fires improve the flowering. For many years
now my plant has been flowering
successfully, with additional arms being
produced which in turn produce flowers.
The habitat of this plant covers quite a
restricted area within Mpumalanga. I have
not seen it in habitat, but it does grow in
areas where frost is common and where it
is open to the sun on exposed rock.

Both plants are grown with a standard
succulent (gritty) mix and stand on the floor
in a cooler area of the greenhouse. I am
tempted to experiment more with where
they are positioned and how much sun
they get, but as they seem to be doing well
and are difficult to replace, I am a bit
cautious.
I hope this may have piqued a bit of
interest in these much neglected plants
and I would certainly be interested in
hearing other readers’ experiences. n
Photos: James Gold

Aloe wooliana
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Epiphyllum cooperi

Introducing epiphytic cacti
Part 2

Epiphyllum
by Alan Tuppen

Surely the kings or queens of the epiphytic cactus world must be the epiphyllums

Epiphyllum is a genus of about 20 species,
found from southern Mexico through
Central America to Peru, so you can see
they will need warmer winter temperatures.
We have both the species Epiphyllum and
the hybrids, often known as Orchid Cacti,
on account of their spectacular flowers.
These latter can have exotic names such
as ‘Dracula’, ‘Pegasus’ or ‘Sunburst’, but
have minimal Epiphyllum ancestry, being a
mix of Disocactus, Hylocereus,

Selenicereus and any other genus with
desirable flowering characteristics that
breeders can harness. For years breeders
have been trying to mix Echinopsis into the
pool, despite its distant relationship.
Of the plants used as parents of this group,
Selenicereus and Hylocereus are not
themselves primarily epiphytes, being
either plants that scramble over rocks or
root in the ground and climb up the trunks
of trees to enjoy the sunlight in the canopy.

Introducing epiphytic cacti – Epiphyllum continued
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The mix of ancestry means that the plants
are grown for their flowers, not their
vegetative appearance. These flowers can
be huge, up to a foot across, and come in
many colours. It has become common now
not to refer to these plants as epiphyllums
but ‘epicacti’ or ‘epies’, to distinguish them
from the species epiphyllums. ‘Epicacti’
betray their ancestry by their various
growth habits – spiny, multi-angled juvenile
growth and often spiny flower tubes,
descended from their Selenicereus parent.
The common red-flowered Epicactus
hybrid, the only one I grow due to space
requirements, shows these characteristics,
a short, bristly flower tube, and stems that
start off bristly before flattening out or
persisting as full-length three-winged
stems, with an arching habit.
Another plant, usually still referred to as
Epiphyllum cooperi, has an upright habit
and shows similarly bristly growth of
stems, which then flatten out, and large,
white, scented flowers with a longer but
still bristly tube. This plant has been
subject to much discussion as to whether it
really is a hybrid or a species Epiphyllum,
but remains an old favourite.

Above: the magnificent flower of Epiphyllum cooperi
Below: Epiphyllum oxypetalum

Introducing epiphytic cacti – Epiphyllum continued
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One thing about the hybrid ‘epies’ is that,
because of their mixed ancestry, they are
easy to grow provided they have the same
basic requirements of water, temperature
and shade, with some exceptions.
E.cooperi needs high light levels to grow
sturdy stems – if kept in the shade it will
grow lots of pale, spindly growths.
E. oxypetalum is typical. If it is kept too
cool over winter it will form brown pits on
the stems and the growing tips will die
back. This is a plant that is commonly
grown in the USA as a houseplant, with
many people not even being aware it is a
cactus. It is known as ‘Moonflower’ or
‘Queen of the Night’, although this term is
more correctly applied to Selenicereus
grandiflorus.
The flower has been described as being
‘the size of a newborn baby’s head’,
creamy white with bronzy outer petals,
born on a long, swan necked tube. It has a
strong scent that seems to be pumped out
in waves throughout the night. Each flower
lasts just one night, drooping in the
morning, but it is exciting to watch the
huge bud slowly open throughout the
evening to form the bowl-shaped flower.
Vegetatively, E. oxypetalum is an ugly
duckling, the individual stems are thin and
spear-shaped with wavy margins, hardly
indented at all. The plants grow in a rather
awkward and unstructured way, stems
growing from other stems and, once it has
reached flowering size, it will put out long,
rigid, cylindrical stems that can grow
several feet long, then grow clusters of flat
stems at the end like a whole new plant, in
the same way that some Rhipsalis do. If
you remove these long stems they can be
rooted to start new plants, but their
removal always leaves a large scar. This
quirkiness is rather annoying and makes for
a plant that takes up more space than it
should, but the flowers more than make up
for it.
Another species seen more often is
E. anguliger and its variety gertrudianum.
These have a tidier, more compact habit,
the stems rarely growing more than two
feet long, somewhat resembling ferns in
that they mostly grow from a central point,
and the stems are deeply notched, giving
them a zigzag appearance. The difference
between E. anguliger and its variety is that
E. anguliger has V-shaped notches and
lobes, while in gertrudianum they are
rounded. This plant also marks badly if

Epiphyllum anguliger

Introducing epiphytic cacti – Epiphyllum continued

Epiphyllum crenatum Photo: Ulf Eliasson Creative Commons licence 2.5

allowed to get too cold in winter. It seems
to tolerate high light levels and, if kept in
too shady a position over winter some of
the smaller, newer growth may
start to die back. It also
branches from along the stems
and can get quite congested,
so can be shaped by pruning.
Its flowers are smaller than
E. oxypetalum, but also have a
long, straighter tube, and are
fragrant. Like almost all species
epiphyllums they are white and
nocturnal, pollinated by moths.
Another species, E. crenatum,
is one that has been grown for
a long time and, because of its
atypical diurnal flowering, has
been extensively used in
hybridising, appearing in the
ancestry of many orchid cacti.
Again the flowers are white, the
stems weakly notched and up
to six feet long. A variety,
E. crenatum v.

chichicastenango, has sturdy, unevenly
lobed stems that give it an unusual
appearance.

Epiphyllum crenatum v. chichicastenango Photo: Devra
Creative Commons licence 2.0
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Introducing epiphytic cacti – Epiphyllum continued
Another species, E. guatemalense, is
smaller growing and nurserymen have
selected a sport, named ‘curly locks’ on
account of the spiral growth habit of its
stems.
Of the other species few are readily
available, although interesting.
E. chrysocardium, for example, makes a
good hanging plant if you have enough
space, with very long lobed pendant stems.
E. strictum has a more upright habit with
flowers on very long tubes, with narrow
pointed petals.
A plant that can be confused with some
species epiphyllums is Cryptocereus
anthonyanus, now reclassified as a
Selenicereus. This is a climber that roots in
the ground and races up to the canopy. It
comes from southern Mexico and is grown
as a basket plant in tropical countries. It
has “rick-rack” stems similar to
E. anguliger but with short sharp spines in
the areoles.
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It is very tender but can be grown in full
sun. The flowers are pale purple with an
almost white centre. I have never flowered
it as I have never got it big enough – I
understand that if you want flowers you
should not feed it as it will put all its energy
into growth.
It is a challenge to grow well. Once, when
I had it on my kitchen windowsill, its
adventitious roots, that it uses to anchor
itself to tree trunks, went between the
window frame and the woodwork, so that
I had to remove the woodwork to get
them out.
This is a plant where, along with the
species epiphyllums, if your greenhouse is
not warm enough it pays to take cuttings at
the beginning of winter and keep them in
the house until the cold weather is over so
as not to lose anything. n
To be continued
Photos: Alan Tuppen unless shown otherwise

Cryptocereus
(Selenicereus)
anthonyanus
Photo: RD PixelShop
Creative Commons
Licence 2.0
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Hardy succulents with a caudex

Rhodiola
by Ray Stephenson

In habitat, Rhodiola generally grow along a summer snowline around the Arctic, or at
similar situations at very high altitudes in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, they
are hardy, but this does not mean that they are all easy to cultivate – the opposite is true
of most species
After germination of the cotyledon, a fleshy
rhizome is formed which generally remains
above ground. The term ‘caudex’ is often
applied to this feature. In its second year
from seed, the rhizome becomes bulkier
and from between the two initial leaves,
annual stems are produced which more
often than not form inflorescences (Fig. 1).
The Rhodiola most likely to be encountered
in a garden centre is R. pachyclados
originating from Afghanistan (and sold
under a whole host of make-believe names
such as Sedum ‘Silver Diamond’). Despite
its origin, it appears to enjoy wet UK
winters flowering twice in the year (once in
May and again in September – see
Figs. 2 and 3).
Rhodiola cretinii from the Himalayas has
exaggerated aerial rhizomes. It is difficult to
acquire, but a mature plant is so different
to anything else in the garden it always
attracts attention. Sadly, it makes a poor
pot plant and needs to have root-room
(Fig. 4).
Most Rhodiola are dioecious and as a
result male and female plants can be highly
contrasting in size, shape of leaves, and
flower colour.
The most common species in cultivation is
Rhodiola rosea which is exceptionally
variable, emphasized by the fact it has
almost 40 synonyms. It is not particularly
variable in cultivation because we mostly
grow the Scottish form; a relict of the last
Ice Age left marooned on north-facing cliffs
of the Highlands and Islands. To produce

Fig. 1. Rhodiola ishidae is a Japanese species very
similar to the European R. rosea (the common
roseroot) but has a different chromosome count.
Here is a plant in its second season from seed
already producing a fleshy rhizome and the
beginning of an inflorescence.

Rhodiola continued
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Fig. 2. Rhodiola
pachyclados only
fails if planted in
rich soil – it much
prefers to grow on
concrete, a large
rock, or (as in this
case) a layer of
slate.
Inset: Fig. 3.
Rhodiola
pachyclados is very
eye-catching in or
out of flower

seed, you do require a male and a female
plant (see Figs. 5a and 5b).
At least a dozen species of Rhodiola adapt
to cultivation but except for three or four
species, they are difficult to acquire. Sadly,
unlike most other Crassulaceae, they
cannot be multiplied by stem cuttings.
Seeds take at least three years to produce
a plant to fill a 5cm pot and all plants suffer

Fig. 4. Growing on a raised wall,
Rhodiola cretinii makes an unusual feature

Rhodiola – continued
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Fig. 5a. Female inflorescence of the Scottish Rhodiola rosea.

badly in hot summers. Many in their native
habitat will rarely experience more than
10°C and only have a growing season of
about 12 weeks. As, in cultivation, they are
usually spent by June, this matters less for
plants which have already produced
substantial rhizomes, but such conditions
can wipe out several year’s efforts. I
choose to grow most plants on a northfacing aspect.

Fig. 5b. Male inflorescence of the Scottish Rhodiola rosea

My favourite Rhodiola is probably
R. amabilis which is covered in relatively
large flowers for a whole month in early
summer (Fig. 6). n
Photos: Ray Stephenson

For some interesting information on
Rhodiola growing in the Himalayas visit
The Sedum Society

Fig. 6. Rhodiola
amabilis has
underground
rhizomes – this plant
is about 30 years old
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Crassula ovata ‘Hummel’s Gold’

Desert island plants
by Martin Edwards

If you were stranded on a desert island which plants would you take with you?

T

his was the question posed at a recent
Branch meeting of the British Cactus
and Succulent Society.
Members were invited to give a short
presentation on which five of their cacti
and/or other succulents they would take
with them to a ‘desert island’ together with
the most useful tools for their care.
This was more difficult than I had originally
thought, but I eventually managed to
whittle the plants down and surprisingly
these are not all Ariocarpus which is one
my favourite genera.
However, after making my choices, I
realised that three of the plants are
members of the Crassulaceae. ‘Desert
island’ is perhaps a misnomer given that I
hope that water is freely available both for
myself and the plants, and that the island’s
location has favourable climatic conditions!

The Plants
Crassula ovata ‘Hummels gold’
I acquired this plant a number of years ago
from Tony Roberts, although it has not
grown as large as I might have hoped
based on my memory of the parent plant.
Its most appealing factor is the wonderful
colouration of the leaves when grown in full
sun, where it shines like a beacon.
It is very undemanding in terms of
cultivation but in the past couple of years I
have left the plant outdoors during the
summer. It has responded with even better
leaf colour and stronger growth, although I
find the pace of growth is still slow. It
certainly enjoys better watering now than
when it was in the greenhouse.
An additional appeal is the ease of
propagation – allow a cut stem to callous

Desert island plants continued
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Aeonium leucoblepharum

for a few days, put the cutting in a pot of
compost and wait for the roots to grow.

Aeonium leucoblepharum
I like most of the Aeonium family, although
there seem to be many hybrids being
introduced which command high prices,
although often it is difficult to differentiate
some of these from prior offerings. These
tend to be multi-coloured and/or variegated
and, to be honest, if you lose the labels it
can be difficult to find the correct name. As
with other plants, some growers/
nurserymen might give a particular sport or
variant a new name in the hope of
improving market desirability.
Like Crassula ovata ‘Hummels gold’ all my
mature aeoniums are now grown outside
during the summer and develop good leaf
colour. A particular favourite is Aeonium
leucoblepharum whose leaves take on a

red hue. Additionally this species appears
to freely self-branch and makes for a wellrounded plant.
Not all aeoniums are so helpful and stems
have a nasty habit of dying after flowering,
so it is important to ensure that a particular
plant has at least two heads, or that you
have reserve plants to grow on.
It is relatively easy to help a plant to grow
new heads – you can either gouge out the
growing point with a sharp instrument or
cut the stem very close to the growing
points but, importantly, in new stem
growth. In both instances, after a relatively
short time, new heads will start growing
once the wound has dried off. As with a
large number of the Crassulaceae
propagation is very simple – snap off a
branch and you have a new potential plant
after allowing the cut to callous.

Desert island plants continued
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Tylecodon reticulatus

Tylecodon reticulatus
Tylecodons are winter growing deciduous
plants, but provide enjoyment throughout
most of the year even when in dormancy
during our summer months. In my
collection, the plants start to develop
leaves in September after their first
watering and generally hold on to these
until around April although some still have
them in July at the time of writing. As
leaves begin to dry off, hopefully the plants
will start to develop flowering stems from
April/May onwards and some species
flower on relatively young plants/cuttings.
Once the flowering has finished, the plants
will have a relatively short dormancy before
being wakened with water in late
August/early September.

reasonable prices. It was therefore with a
high degree of trepidation that I acquired
my first plant from an auction of the late

Some tylecodons, and T. reticulatus in
particular, have persistent woody flowering
stems which can be left on the plant long
after the flowers have died and their
remains blown away.

Ariocarpus retusus
My first cactus for the island and one from
the Ariocarpus genus, which is a particular
favourite of mine. When I first started
growing cacti and succulents, about 25
years ago, these plants were talked about
with a high level of awe and were
considered to be a real challenge to grow,
as well as difficult to get hold of at

Ariocarpus retusus

Desert island plants continued

Keith Grantham’s collection. I do not recall
how much I paid for it, but I can say it was
substantially smaller than it is today.
Despite all the mythology/doom and gloom
around growing these plants, it has
survived and may be one of the older
plants in my collection.
There is much talk about growing media for
these (and other) plants and everyone
swears by their own formulae. I use a
recommended mix that works for me, that
includes loam, grit and limestone
chippings. Although I think I am relatively
successful at growing Ariocarpus in
general, I seem to have particular difficulty
in growing good-looking plants of two
species in this genus, namely A. agavoides
and A. trigonus; with these two species I
frequently encounter dieback of tubercles
in the centre of the plant which is no doubt
a prelude to their eventual demise.

Mammillaria humboldtii
This is a lovely white-spined plant in the
Mammillaria family. I have four plants and I
think there are two distinct clones
available. The first produces a large
number of relatively small heads while the
other comprises much larger heads. I am
not sure that I can pinpoint the specific
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appeal of this species over so many others
but the dense white spination (certainly on
the smaller headed clone) is very attractive
to me. They have small purple flowers but I
rarely grow a plant because of its flowers,
after all they are only in flower for a
relatively brief period during the year, and
therefore the plant needs to appeal to me
on an overall basis.
I find this species relatively easy to grow –
the smaller headed clone seems to be
faster growing – but on the downside of
course it is difficult to see any red spider or
mealy bug and overhead watering is out for
me in case the spines become stained.

Tools
Regarding the tools to care for them, of
course it is always good to have a pair of
tweezers on hand – I prefer long pointed
ones – for removing spines from myself as
well as dead flowers, etc, from the plants.
Also very useful is a dibber when repotting,
for making sure that fresh compost reaches
the right places, although I find broken
sticks of various diameters just as efficient.
So perhaps a desert island would not be
such a bad place after all. n
Photos: Martin Edwards

Mammillaria
humboldtii
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What is John Innes compost?
by Richard Rolfe

For many years growers in the UK have used John Innes compost. But what exactly
does this mean, and does it create problems for our plants?
John Innes compost is a set of four formulae for
growing media, developed at the former John Innes
Horticultural Institution (JIHI),( now the John Innes
Centre), in the 1930s and released into the public
domain.

Supplementary feeding
With all the composts supplementary feeding using
liquid feeds can be carried out once plants are well
established – usually 6-8 weeks after potting when the
roots are through to the sides of the pot.

The scientists who developed the formulae were
William Lawrence and John Newell. The director at the
time was Daniel Hall Lawrence who started to
investigate the whole procedure of making seed and
potting composts following a major disaster in 1933
with Primula sinensis seedlings, an important
experimental plant for JIHI geneticists.

Storage
When prepared composts are stored, chemical
changes take place in the organic matter and hoof and
horn meal. Seedlings grown in a stored compost may
show a check in growth when compared with those
grown in fresh compost. It is sensible therefore to
avoid buying or preparing more than required for
immediate needs.

After hundreds of trials, Lawrence and Newell arrived
at two basic composts:
a base fertiliser for use in the potting compost,
a standard feed.
The formulae of these as yet unnamed composts were
published in 1938. They originally provided a sterile
and well-balanced growing medium for the
experimental plant material needed at the institution.
The Institution made the formulae generally available,
but never manufactured the composts for sale nor
benefited financially from their production. The name
‘John Innes Compost’ was allotted in 1938–39. The
horticultural retail trade in the composts made ‘John
Innes’ a household name, but JIHI received no financial
benefit from them.
The formulae contain loam, peat, sand or grit, and
fertiliser in varying ratios for specific purposes. The
composts are ‘soil-based’.

Basic formulae
Information from the RHS and Wikipedia
a) Soil mix
7 parts by loose volume medium sterilized
loam
3 parts by loose volume good peat or peat
substitute
2 parts by loose volume coarse sand
b) Fertilizer mix (John Innes base)
2 parts by weight hoof and horn meal
(or 2/3 of a part by weight Nitroform)
2 parts by weight superphosphate
1 part by weight sulphate of potash

Problems
The problems for growers of succulent plants seem to
include:
(i)

The compost was never developed for succulent
plants; rather it was developed for plants that
require a constantly damp and humus rich soil.
Something succulent plants are averse too.

(ii)

Nowadays (2019) peat is not usually used in the
manufacture of a John Innes type compost but
rather an organic substitute. This humus will be of
unknown quality (to the user) and very likely not to
have been sterilised.

(iii) I doubt proper, and sterilised, loam is used.
(iv) The nutrition content is variable with time and will
need to be supplemented after six to eight weeks.

John Innes compost No 1
This mix is suitable for young plants. It is used for
pricking out or potting-up young seedlings or rooted
cuttings and short-term potting such as for bedding
plants or vegetable transplants which will
subsequently be planted out.
To each 9-litre (2-gallon) bucket of soil mix add:
28g (1oz) John Innes base
5g (1 teaspoon) ground chalk
John Innes Nos. 2 and 3 have further fertiliser added.

What is John Innes compost? continued
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(v) It is dense, large pans or pots become very heavy
and easily waterlogged; especially when using
one third grit as recommended by the RHS and
many others.
(vii) It contains a lot of humus, most succulent plants
live in mineral soils devoid of humus.
(viii) It contains a relatively large amount of lime (as
calcium carbonate).
(ix) It is expensive.
(x)

Personal experience over many years (51 in 2019)
has revealed that plants grown in a John Innes

based soil mix, tend to have a poor root system
and the roots which form tend to grow around the
inside surface of the pot or pan. A totally mineral
based soil with no humus has led to excellent root
growth, with concomitant plant growth.
For those still interested in using loam try Kettering
Loam by Boughton Loam Ltd. This is a sterilised loam
used in maintaining cricket pitches. At June 2019 the
cheapest source I can find for one bag is from
Collier Turf Care. A single bag or more costs £8.40
each plus £6 delivery (for one or more bags). To get
good drainage I was using five to six parts perlite to
one part loam. n

Francis Masson
by Sheila Cude

A rather unlucky plant collector
Francis Masson (1741-1805) is perhaps best-known for
the genus Massonia named for him by Maarten
Houttuyn in accordance with the wishes of Carl Peter

Thunberg, who discovered the first member of the
genus. (See ‘Massonia’ Essex Succulent Review
Issue 20 March 2019).

Stapelia grandiflora from ‘Stapeliae novae’

Stapelia ambigua (grandiflora) from ‘Stapeliae novae’

Francis Masson continued
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Masson was born and grew up in Aberdeen and
probably worked there for a while as a gardener
before coming to London some time in the 1760s
where he became an under-gardener at
Kew Gardens.

He returned to South Africa in 1785 to find relations
between the British and the Dutch to be somewhat
strained following the British attempt to seize the Cape
during the war. His movements were severely
restricted. He could
only travel inland,
could not go anywhere
Regarding Stapeliae novae Masson wrote:
within a three-hour
journey to the coast
“The figures were drawn in their native climate,
and could not climb
and although they have little to boast in point of
any mountains that
art, they possibly exhibit the natural appearance of
gave him a view of the
the plants they represent better than figures made
coast. Despite this he
managed to collect
from subjects growing in exotic houses can do.”
seeds and send these
back to Kew.

In 1772 he was
appointed as the first
official plant collector
for Kew Gardens and
sailed with Cook in the
HMS Resolution to
South Africa, arriving
at the end of October.
He undertook three
major plant collecting
expeditions during his
time there, remaining
until 1775 and collecting some 500 species of plant.
On his return he wrote an account of his travels in the
‘Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society’ with
the snappy title of ‘An Account of Three Journeys from
the Cape Town into the Southern Parts of Africa;
undertaken for the Discovery of new Plants, towards
the Improvements of the Royal Botanical Gardens
at Kew’.

This was destined to be his most successful
expedition. In 1776 he set out for Madeira, the Canary
Islands, the Azores and the Antilles, again on behalf of
Kew Gardens. In the meantime however the British
colonies in America had declared their independence
and France, Spain and Holland had all entered the war
in their support. While collecting plants on Grenada the
French attacked and Masson was taken prisoner. On
his release he reached St Lucia in 1780 where he lost
the remains of his plant collection, his notes and most
of his possessions in a hurricane.

Stapelia (Huernia) campanulata from
Stapeliae novae

He returned to England
in 1795 bringing with him a collection of 30 Stapeliads
which he grew at Kew. It was now that he wrote his
book ‘Stapeliae novae, or new species of that genus
discovered in the interior parts of Africa’. This was
issued in four parts during 1796-7 and contained 41
coloured plates largely made from his own drawings.
It appears that an uncoloured edition was also
produced.
In 1797 he sailed for North America. Once again he
was unlucky, to say the least, in his journey. The war
with France was on again and this time he was
captured by French pirates. They did not keep him
prisoner for long and he and his companions were
taken to Baltimore by a German ship.
From there he continued to New York and made his
way north to Montreal. He collected plants for the next
seven years but only found 24 new species in that
time. He died in Montreal in December 1805. n

Stapelia (Huernia) reticulata from
Stapeliae novae

Stapelia sororia (hirsuta) from Stapeliae
novae (uncoloured version)
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Euphorbia esculenta growing by the roadside

Two interesting euphorbias
No 4 – South Africa and Madagascar
by Bob Potter

Bob Potter introduces another two very interesting Euphorbias

T

his time one plant is quite common in cultivation
and easily grown and the other is rarely seen in
cultivation and consequently is quite difficult to grow
well. One is from South Africa and the
other is from Madagascar, countries that
I have often visited in my plant travels.
Both places are very rich in succulent
plants and especially in Euphorbia
species.

you can easily see the numerous plants just growing
right alongside the roadway, no searching around is
needed. These plants are up to 70cm across.

So for the first stop we will visit South
Africa.

Euphorbia esculenta
I have said before that I am constantly
astounded by the locations where some
of the euphorbias grow. Some are in
extremely difficult and inaccessible
places and much searching around is
needed to spot them, but some are just
in your face and easily seen from the
roadside.
Such a plant is Euphorbia esculenta, just
have a look at the location picture and

Euphorbia esculenta

Two interesting euphorbias continued
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Euphorbia esculenta belongs to a group of plants loosely
called Medusoids, in as much that they have a radiating
mass of stems emanating from a central body giving them
a look of the mythical Medusa’s head. In cultivation the
new stems arise from the central crown and in time the
older stems dry up and fall off, which has the effect of
making the main body become taller with age.
They are very easy in cultivation needing a reasonable
amount of water in the growing season and will overwinter
at 10°C. Even a small plant will grow quickly, and you will
have a reasonable sized plant in no time. During the
summer the plant flowers with small white flowers up the
stems and is very attractive.
For the next plant we travel back to Madagascar, which is
one of my favourite plant locations, and we will be going
right to the North of the Island.

Euphorbia bulbispina
Euphorbia bulbispina is known only from the top of the
massive rock known as ‘Windsor Castle’ situated west of
the northerly town of Diego Suarez. The rock can be seen
from miles away and, as you get closer, you are able to
make out what looks like a house on the top. The climb
up the rock is quite exhausting but nearer the top there
has been a concrete staircase constructed for the last few

Euphorbia bulbispina clinging to the rock face
Inset: Windsor Castle from afar

Two interesting euphorbias continued
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Euphorbia bulbispina growing on rocks

metres and this leads you to the ‘house’ on the top,
which turns out to be an old blockhouse or defence
fort.
There is a wonderful view over the ground below and
this location is also the habitat of Pachypodium baroni
v. windsorii although at the last visit there were very

few plants to be seen. However, Euphorbia bulbispina
is quite numerous and is seen to be clinging on the
rock faces for dear life. It has the appearance of a
stunted Euphorbia millii but the stems are much darker
and spinier than a normal millii. At the time we were
there the plants were flowering with ‘millii’ type white
flowers.
The plant is not seen very much in
cultivation as it tends to be more of a
woody stem and can quite easily dry out
over winter and become too dry to take
up moisture again in the next growing
season. I have found it advisable to keep
the plant watered and just growing all
over the winter but of course in order to
do this it is better to keep a higher
temperature (approx 15°C). In summer it
will need a reasonable amount of water
and should reward you with the lovely
top leaf growth and the white flowers.
This plant is not impossible to grow and
if you get a chance have a look at the
lovely specimen that Tina Wardhaugh
has in her collection. Seedling plants
have been offered in the trade so if you
see one for sale give it a go. n
More interesting euphorbias soon.

Euphorbia bulbispina close-up of the stems

Photos: Bob Potter
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Around

Argentina
by bus

by Al Laius

Fig. 1 Trichocereus atacamensis en route to Cachi

W

hy am I writing this for the ESR? I live in
South Wales and the article subject is
Argentina – so what is the connection with Essex,
you may well ask. Well, it began like this...
My friend, Nick Gash, who is from Southend-onSea (see the connection now?), emailed me one
day last year to tell me he was going to Argentina
and asked if I would like to come along.
We had been on plant-hunting trips together in
Africa and Madagascar previously, but this time
there was no mention of looking for plants (or
cacti) specifically and there was not going to be
any local plant-guide with a vehicle available.
Nick’s plan was to travel around using local
buses.

Around Argentina by bus continued

I had never been to South America before
and my knowledge of Spanish was very
basic, but if I was not going to see any
cacti, I thought, what was the point of
going?
I looked more closely at some of the places
Nick was thinking of visiting – names such
as Salta, Cachi, Tilcara and Iruya, and the
more I checked out these places and saw
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that there were probably cacti to be seen,
the more I thought why not? So I hastily
booked an air ticket.
We met in Buenos Aires and spent a few
days tramping the streets looking at the
sights before taking an internal flight to
Salta. There, it was not long before I
started to see some cacti, in the local craft
market (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Cacti in Salta
craft market

Fig. 3 Trichocereus
atacamensis very
close to the town of
Cachi

Around Argentina by bus continued
Of course, to see real ones we had to head
out into the hills and that is exactly what
we did, catching an early morning bus to
Cachi the following day.
The local buses are quite comfortable,
although they do get full and it is not
unusual to have a shopping bag or even a
baby thrust in your face as you sit. For part
of this journey the aisle was chock-a-block
with standing passengers and
schoolchildren.
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Cachi is a small town situated at just over
2,500 metres high (8,304 ft) and is
surrounded by mountains. It is a laid-back
place with a friendly feel and not over
commercialised, though day-trippers pass
through regularly. The architecture is
colonial Spanish style and the beautiful
central plaza contains a fine old church
dating back to the 16th century. Its beams
and altars are carved from the wood of
Trichocereus (Echinopsis) atacamensis.

Fig. 4 Trichocereus
atacamensis, closeup of the flowers

Around Argentina by bus continued

These large cacti dominated the landscape
on the way up to Cachi – particularly
driving through the Cardones National Park
(Fig. 1). However, they could be seen more
closely by just taking short walk out of
Cachi where they were happily growing
(Fig. 3) together with Opuntia sulphurea
(see front cover) and a small Tunilla.
It can sometimes be difficult to tell the
various ‘Cardones’ apart. I will continue to
call then Trichocereus in this article, even
though they are officially Echinopsis
(currently). According to Roberto Kiesling
(an eminent Argentinian scientist),
T. atacamensis grows at higher altitudes in
the northern provinces of Salta and Jujuy
whilst T. terscheckii is found at lower
altitudes in the southern provinces of
Tucumán and San Juan.
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There are morphological differences too,
T. atacamensis has a whiter, more hairy
top, shorter flowers and more numerous
ribs than T. terscheckii. The latter also
tends to have more branches. To add to
the confusion there are intermediate forms
as well as hybrids. T. atacamensis is also
known as T. pasacana or T. atacamensis
subsp. pasacana – are you confused
enough by now?
After breakfast the following day we just
set off out of the town in a random
direction on dirt tracks, and within 20
minutes we began to see some cacti. At
first we were attracted to a large
T. atacamensis which was in flower (Fig. 4)
and we used this plant as a marker, as it
was the tallest thing around, to explore the
area surrounding it.

Fig. 5 Tephrocactus
weberi, ginger-spined
form

Around Argentina by bus continued

Fig. 6 Acanthocalycium thionanthum
(Echinopsis thionantha) behind, and
Gymnocalycium spegazzinii in front, with Nick’s
boot for comparison
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Above: Fig. 7 Acanthocalycium thionanthum (Echinopsis
thionantha)
Below: Fig. 8 A much older plant of Acanthocalycium thionanthum
(Echinopsis thionantha)

Around Argentina by bus continued
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Fig. 9 A large old
plant of
Gymnocalycium
spegazzinii

The wonderful ginger-spined form of
Tephrocactus weberi (Fig. 5) was
unmissable, glowing in the morning
sunlight.

Nearby we came across Acanthocalycium
thionanthum and Gymnocalycium
spegazzinii growing almost side by side
(Fig. 6) and you can see how big they are
by one of Nick’s hiking boots for scale.

Fig. 10 Gymnocalycium spegazzinii

Fig.11 Gymnocalycium sp. Probably a juvenile G. spegazzinii

Around Argentina by bus continued
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Acanthocalycium thionanthum is an old
Backeberg name but this species is so
‘well-travelled’ it has been just about
everywhere – synonyms include
Echinocactus chionanthus, Echinopsis
chionantha, Lobivia thionantha and
Acanthocalycium catamarcense to mention
but a few – but nowadays its accepted
name is Echinopsis thionantha. I will call
them Acanthocalycium in this article but
you can take your pick!
There was wonderful variation in this
species at this locality with some plants
showing green bodies behind lightcoloured spines and others having such a
dense dark spination (Fig. 7) that almost no
body was visible. Some older plants had
become almost columnar in shape (Fig.8).
Gymnocalycium spegazzinii (Fig. 9) was not
so common in this area with just a few
plants here and there. These were mainly
larger plants and we did not find much
evidence of regeneration.
Luckily we found many more plants of this
species in an area just below the cemetery
heading out of town (Fig. 10), and there
were even younger plants in bud (Fig. 11).
There were also some sizeable specimens
of A. thionanthum with lovely green bodies
(Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 Acanthocalycium thionanthum (Echinopsis thionantha) on the
lower road below the cemetery

Fig. 13 The afternoon walk to the hill with the three crosses
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Fig. 14
Tephrocactus
weberi

In the afternoon we headed out of town (on
foot) on the RN 40 in a southerly direction
and upon seeing a hill with white painted
crosses on top (Fig. 13), we decided to
climb it and found some different cacti.

A much paler-spined form of Tephrocactus
weberi was in abundance here, with its
almost straw coloured spines (Fig. 14). The
hill was steep and it was very hot in the
afternoon sunshine, but we had to stop

Fig. 15 Parodia
aureicentra
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constantly and take photos of each and
every cactus we saw. Reaching the crosses
at the top we felt like cactus-pilgrims and
had a well-earned swig of water.
Abundant here were Parodia aureicentra
(Fig. 15) with its orange coloured spines
and Lobivia haematantha var. elongata (Fig.
16). A flash of purple turned out to be
Tunilla soehrensii in flower (Fig. 17).
It was time to move on and we took the
local bus back to Salta, stayed a night
there, bought our bus tickets to Tilcara and
set off early the next morning.
It was certainly an economical way to travel
as ticket prices were very low, and
Argentina was at that time undergoing a
financial crisis so that our US dollars
bought many more Argentinean pesos than
just a few months ago. Hotels were also
good value and we mainly stayed in
medium-range hotels which cost the
equivalent of £13–25 per night, which also
included breakfast. n
To be continued.
Next time Tilcara and beyond
Photos: Al Laius

Above: Fig 16 Lobivia haematantha var. elongata
Below: Fig 17 Tunilla soehrensii
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21 & 22 September 2019 – 11.00am - 5.00pm
Lullingstone Castle and the World Garden Eynsford, Kent. DA4 0JA.
The British Cactus and Succulent
Society (BCSS) presents
CactusWorld LIVE! held in
conjunction with the Lullingstone
Castle Mexican Weekend.
The event will feature:

•

a full-scale show with 45
classes of cacti and succulents

•

non-competitive displays
staged by the Euphorbia
Society, Haworthia Society,
Trevor Jackman and Daniel
Jackson (echeverias etc),
Mesemb Study Group and
David Sheppard (sedums and
sempervivums)

•

BCSS speakers including
Graham Blunt, Jonathan Clark,
Vicky Davies, Ian Thwaites
and Colin Walker

Guest speakers are Anne
Swithinbank and Jane Perrone
which the creator of the World
Garden and TV personality Tom Hart
Dyke, will lead two guided tours of
the World Garden including the
cactus and succulent houses.
Full details, including the Show
Schedule are available on
the CactusWorld LIVE!
website

Entry
£10 per person
(under 15s FREE)
£5 per person BCSS
members and their partners
Ample free parking

Craig Barber (William's Cactus)
Graham Blunt (Plantbase UK)
Graham Charles
Eric Ellis
Chris Haysom & Vicky Davies
(C&V Cacti)
Daniel Jackson (Ottershaw
Cacti)
Richard Keyte (Helios Cacti)
Keith Larkin (Keith's Plant
Books)
David Neville
Ralph Northcott (Cactus Shop)
John Pilbeam (Books)
Bob & Beryl Potter
Stuart Riley (Plantlife)
Doug Sizmur (Kent Cacti)
Craig Thompson
Carlos Zeferino (Woodside
Cacti)

“Quality plants
at affordable
prices”
Visitors are welcome by appointment – weekends only.
Tel 01406 330233 www.woodsidecacti.co.uk email: c.zeferino@btinternet.com

!

Cacti and succulents
for the beginner and collector
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Woodside Cacti

Plant and book sellers

